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IV.      INTERNATIONAL  YEAR

409. At its eighteenth sessionÿ on 12 December 1963, the General Assembly adopted
resolution 1961 (XVIII) entitled "Designation of 1968 as lnternational Year for
Human Rights"    By the operative part of that resolution, the General Assembly,
among other things, designated the year 1968 as International Year for Human
Rightsÿ and requested the Economic and SocialCouncil to invite the Commission on
Human Rights at its forthcoming session:  ÿ(ÿ) To preparÿ for consideration by the
Assembly, a programme of measures and activities representing a lasting
contribution to the cause of human rightsÿ to be undertaken by the United Nations,
by Member States and by the specialized agencies during the year 1968, in
celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the adoption of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights] (ÿ) To prepare, for consideration by the GeneralAssembly, suggestions for a list of goals in the field of human rights to be
achieved by the United Nations not later than the end of 1968] and (c) To submit
the programme of measures and activities and the suggestions for the-list of goals
in time for their consideration by the General Assembly at its twentieth session.

410. On 17 December 1963, the Economic and Social Council, at its resumed thirty-
sixth session, decided to transmit the resolution of the General Assembly to the

Commission on Human Rights.

411. At its ÿentieth. session, the Commission, b reso  ."

alia, uo esÿao!lsn a Committee of thÿ+ÿ ÿ    lutlon 6 (XX); decided,
.....  j-ÿuur members, appointed fromdelegations.  All the States members of the Commission together with the

co-sponsors of General Assembly resolution 1961 (XVIII) would be invited to
,oint representatives to this Committee which would meet prior t0 the 1965

of the Commission to recommend a programme of measures and activities to
undertaken by Member Statesÿ the United Nations and specialized agencies in

of the Tÿentieth Anniversary OLthe Universal Declaration of Human

terms of reference, the Committee wasÿasked to give special thought to the
and in the furtherance of human fichus and fundamental freedoms.  As part of

y of holding an international conference in 1968 to (i) review the
made in the field of human rights since the adoption of the Universal
n of Human Rights] (ii) evaluate the effectiveness of the methods and
used by the United Nations in the field of human rights] and

formulate and prepare a programme of further measures to be taken subsequent

celebration of Human Rights Year in 1968
-t. The Commission also requested

Economic and Social Council to recommendto  he General Assemblyÿ for

ion at its nineteenth session, a draft resolution listing goals to be
by the United Nations not later than the end of 1968.  By resolution

), the Council forwarded the Commission,s draft resolution to the
Assembly.

i At its twenty-first session, the Commission had before it the report of the

tee on the International Year for Human Rights (E/CN.4/886) containing a
of measures and activities to be undertaken in connexion with the

Year for Human Rights.
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413. The Commission considered this item of its agenda at its 844th to 846th and
848th meetings, held on 9, 12 and 13 April 1965.

414. The representative of Jamaicaÿ who was Chairman of the Committeeÿ stated in
his introductory remarks on the report that it wasÿ the outcome of a long series of
discussions and exchanges of views which had taken place over a period of nearly
ten monthsÿ during which the Committee had held four series of meetings.  He said
that with a view to making the programme of measures and activities to be
undertaken in connexion with the International Year as representative as possible,
the Committee had provided an opportunity to Member Statesÿ States members of
specialized agencies j the specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations in
consultative status to express their views.  He pointed out that written
observations had been received from twenty-seven Statesÿ five specialized ageneieÿ
and nineteen non-governmental organizations in consultative status, iili

415. It was stated that some of the Committee's recommendations concerned
undertakings on which action was required before 1968ÿ and that those
would become meaningless unless they were considered by the Commission at its
current session.  It was with this consideration in mind that the representatives
of Costa Rice, Jamaica and the Philippines proposed two draft resolutions
(E/CN.4/L.769), one of which was a draft resolution for adoption by the Economic
and Social Council.  These draft resolutions read:

Reaffirming the belief that the cause of human rights will be well served
by an increasing awareness of the extent of the progress madeÿ and the
conviction that the year1968 should be devoted to intensified national and
international efforts and undertakings in the field of human rights and also
to an international review of the achievements in this field,

Convinced that an intensification of efforts in the intervening years
will height--e-n-nthe progress that can be made by 1968ÿ

The Commission on Human Rightsÿ

Noting Genera! Assembly resolution 1961 (XVIII) designating the year ÿi
1968 as International Year for Human Rightsÿ

Sharing the view of the General Assembly thatÿ in spite of the
measure of progress which has been achieved in giving effect to human
and fundamental freedoms since the adoption of the Universal Declaration
Haman Rights, the effective realization of these rights and freedoms

unsatisfactory in some parts of the world,

Recommends that the Economic and Social Council adopt the following

draft resolution:

The Economic and Social Councilÿ

Noting the report of the Commission on Human Rights on

for Human Rightsÿ

Recommends the following draft resolution to the General Assembly

consideration at its twentieth session:

The General Assemblyÿ

Recalling its resolution 1961 (XVIII)j of 12 December 19633
the yeÿ--ÿ-6ÿ-as International Year for Human Rights,
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Draft resolution I

Convinced further that the proposed international review of progress in
the field of human rights can advantageously be carried out by means of an
international conferenceÿ

Noting the interim programme of measures and activities to be undertaken
in connexion with the International Year for Human Eights and in celebration
of the twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Haman Rights,
recommended by the Commission on Human Rightsÿ anÿ which is set out in the
interim programme annexed to the present resolutionj

Noting further that the Commission on Human Rights is continuing the
preparation of a programme of observancesj measures and activities to be
undertaken in 1968ÿ

1.   Calls upon Member Statesj States members of the specialized agenciesÿ
the specialized ageneiesÿ and the national and international organizations
aoneernedÿ to devote the year 1968 to intensified efforts and undertakings in
the field of human rights3 including an international review of achievements
in this fieldÿ

2.   Approves the interim programme of measures and activities envisaged
for the United Nationsÿ annexed to this resolution, and requests the Secretary-
General to proceed with the arrangements for the measures to be undertaken by
the United Nations set out in the annexl

3.   Requests the Secretary-General to transmit the present resolution
and the int-erim programme annexed to the resolution to Member Statesj States
members of the specialized agenciesj the specialized agencies and the
interested international organizations;

4.    Commends to these Statesÿ agencies and organizations the prograÿne ofmeasures and activities set out in that annex and invites their co-operation

and Participation in this programme with a view to making the celebrations
and meaningfulÿ

5.   Decides that an international conference on human rights should be
C°nvened dÿ968 in order:

(i)  to reviÿ the progress which has been made in the field of human
rights since the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rightsÿ

(ii)  to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods used by the United
Nations in the field of human rightsj and
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of having the Genera! Assembly constitute the committee were that the commitÿtee
would then really be a co-ordinating committee end its membership would be widely
representative of the membership of the United Nations.  In such a caseÿ it would
not be neoesssry for the Connnission to set up a ÿ7orking party as suggested in
draft resolution II.

446. Many members of the Commissions howeverj favoured the estahlisb2nent of s
working party by the Commission because they feared that political questions would
be introduced if the preparatory work for the conference was done by a Committee
set up by the General Assembly.  Eesidesÿ they thought that the agenda of the
Assembly was already overloadedÿ and hence it might not be sble to give the matter
the consideration that it needed.  I1 was also observed that since the matter
connerned human rights; it was for the Commission 1o deal with it in a preparatory
way.  The Secretary-General was considered to be the appropriate official to
co-ordinate the activities of the United Nations and those of the specialized
agencies for the International Year for Human Rights.

447. The representative of the Soviet Union stated that his amendments (see
para. 418 above) were prompted by the fact that the General Assembly would expect
the Commission 1o submit proposals dealing with the substance of the arrangements
9o be made for the Internationsl Year for Human Rights.  In his viewÿ the terms
of the draft resolution before the Commission seemed to be proceduralÿ rather than
substantiveÿ in eharseter.

could not be dealt with by the Commission at the current sessions and to submit
a report on them for the Commissitn's consideration at its twenty-second session.
The working party would he free to propose other measures concerning the progrsmme

of measures and activities to be undertaken in connexion with the International
Year for Human Eights; apart from those contained in the report of the Coÿnitteeÿ
for the Commission's consideration.  In connexion with the conference; the function
of the working partyÿ it wss saidÿ would be to make recommendations on the terms
of referenceÿ and structure of and the nsÿure of psrticipation in the conference;

on its agenda; duration snd venuej and on the preparation of the necesssry studies
and documentation snd to prepare estimates of the costs.

451. A number of representatives thought that the programme of measures and
activities to be undertsken in connexion with the International Year for Human
Rightsj appearing in the Report of the Cemmitteeÿ did not include specific
recommendations on matters concerning the status of women.   I1 was hoped that
the proposed working party would solicit the views of the Commission on the status
of ÿmmen in the course of its deliberations on the further observances of measures

anÿ activities to be undertaken and on matters relating to the international
conference on human rights.

448. It was pointed out by the representative of Chile that a number of regional
intergovernmental organizationsÿ such as the Organization of American Ststesÿ the
Arab League and the Organization for African Unity were already making a valuable
contributionÿ in their respective regions; to the promotion of human rights.  He
felt that they should be associated with the activities to he undertaken in
connexion with the International Year for Human Eigÿhts both at the preparatory

Chsrter specifieslly mentioned regional sgenciesÿ and it was appropriate that
draft resolution I should do so as well.  These were said 1o be, the consider
on the basis of which the representative of Chile had proposed his amendments to
drsft resolution I (see paragraph 419 above).

449. Msÿy representatives felt thst there was a need for greater emphasis to be
placed on educational measures to be undertaken as part of the activities of
Internationa! Year for Human Rights (R/CN.4/886ÿ pars. 130).  It was pointed
that educational measures conld play a very important part in changing human
sttitudes and in uprooting prejudicesÿ the elimination of which was an importÿ
aspect of the activities of the International Year for Human Rights.

4ÿ0. It was observed that operative paragraph 1 of draft resolution II was
specific enough.  Doubts were expressed ss to whether it empowered the
working party to deal with items ÿ¢hieh were listed in the annex to draft
resolution I or as to what duties it ÿ,ss expected to perform in connexion
the international conference.  On behalf of the co-sponsors i1 was said
would be the duty of the working party to examine the recommendations
in the report of the Committee on the International Year for Human Rights

452. The representative of the Commission on the Status of Women said that that
Commission was keenly interested in the prepara£ion ofÿ snd activities connected
withÿ the Internationai Year for Human Rights.  As the work of the Commission on
the Status of Women dealtwith an important area of human rights, it was of the
utmost importance to make it possible for her Commission to participate in th$
preparations for the International Year.  This could be done be inviting a
representative of the Commission on the Status of Women to attend the meetings of
any committee or working party which might be estahlished in this respect.  As it
ms recommended that commemorative ceremonies be organized on the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights during the International Year) special attention could
be drawn to the desirsÿility of organizing such ceremonies on the day when women

were first granted suffrage in the respective countries.

453. In order to make full use of the impact of the International Year for Hÿ]an
ights on maÿters concerning the status of wÿnen and with a view to setting up a

goal for intensification of nationa! efforts on those qnestionsÿ the
representative of the Cenmission on the Status of Women felt that it would be
desirable to devote a pert of the year - possibly a week - to matters concerning
the status of women.   She thought that the setting up of a target date for the
ratification ofÿ or accession toÿ United Nations conventions relating to the statue
sf women would help in draÿ,ÿing the attention of Governments to the urgency of
mÿking efforts on the nstional level in matters concerning the status of wdmen,

Adoption of the resolutions

At its 848th meeting; the Commission voted on the two draft resolutions
by Costa Eicsÿ Jamaica and the Philippines (see para. 415 above)ÿ as

by the co-sponsors and on amendments theretÿ At the request of the USSRÿSeparate vote wss taken on each of the paragraphs of the draft resolutions and

thereto.



Voting on draft resolution I

455. The first three paragraphs of the preamble of "the draft resolution for the
Commission were each adopted unanimously.  The operative paragraph of the draft
resolution recommending to the Economic and Social Council the adoption of a
draft resolutionj including the first preambular paragraph of the draft resolution
for the Economic and Social Council, was also adopted unanimously.

456. A Ukrainian SSR amendment (see para. 417 (a) above), accepted by the
co-sponsors of the draft resolution as the second preambular paragraph of the
draft resolution for the Councilÿ ÿ¢as adopted unanimously.

Adoption of the draft resolution to be recommended by the
Economic and Social Council to the General Assembly

457. The paragraph of the draft resolution for the Economic and Social Council
recommending a draft resolution to the General Assembly beginning with the word
"Recommends" was adopted unanimously.

458. The voting on the preambular paragraphs of the draft resolution for the
General Assembly was as folloÿs:

(a)  The first preambul&r paragraph beginning ÿrith the ÿ.Tord "Recalling"
was adÿpted unanimously.

i

(b)  A Ulna!alan SSR amendment (see par&. 417 (b) above), accepted by the
co-sÿonsors,  to  insert  a new preambular paragraph aft-or the first preambular
parsgraphj was adopted unanimously.

(c)  The second preambular paragraph (neÿ,r third preambular paragraph)
beginnTng with the word "Reaffirming" ÿ¢as adopted unanimously.

(ÿ) A USSR amendment (see par&. 418 (a) above), accepted by the
to add a new preambular paragraphÿ ÿ.zas adopted by 20 votes to none, ÿ¢ith one
abstention.

(e_)  The next rues preambular paragraphsÿ beginning with the word
and the words  "Convinced further" ÿ¢ere each adopted unanimously.

(f)  The next preambulsr paragraphÿ beginning with the ÿords "Noting the
interim program" was adopted by 18 votes to noaeÿ with 3 abstentions.

(g)  The last paragraph of the preambleÿ beginning with the words
f&rtheÿ" ÿras adopted by 20 votes to noneÿ with one abstention.

459. The voting on the operative paragraphs of the draft resolution for the
Assembly was  as follows:

(a)  Operative paragraph Iÿ inclu.ling the Chilean amendment (see pare.
above)-accepted by the co-sponsors of draft resolution Ij was adopted by 20
to none,  with one abstention.

(b)  AUk rain!an SSR amendment (see para. 417 (c) above)ÿ beginning with
the woÿds "Confirms the necessity to implement Economic aÿd SOcial Council
resolutiOnas neÿ.r OperativelOÿ-EÿXXXvIl)"ÿparagraph 2.was adopted by Ii votes to oneÿ with 9 abstentionsÿ

,,     (ÿ)  Operative Paragraph 2 /neÿ  ...........  ÿ
Approves" ÿ¢as  aSÿ+ÿ ÿ- ÿ    -ÿ    " ÿ'ÿgrÿIJn D) Seginnin   with

=   ÿJ ÿ( VOtes to none,  with 3  abstentions,   the ÿ¢ard

(d)  Proposals for two additional operative paragraphs (new paragraphs 4
and 5)-submitted by Chile, Denmark and Ecuador (see pare. 420 above) were
each adopted by 18 votes to noneÿ with 3 abstentions.

(e)  A proposal by Iraq (see para. 422 above) for an additional operative

paragraph (here Paragraph 6) was adopted unanimously.

(f)  Operative paragra h    n
,Oeÿ  ÿ ,,      .             P  5 ( eÿ¢ paragraph 7) beginning with the ÿrord• ÿ ÿuesos  and mneluding the Chilean amendment (see para. 419 above) accepted by

2tÿabstentions.C°-sp°ns°rs of draft resolution ÿ was adopted by 19 votes to noneÿ with

(g)  Operative psaÿagraph 4 (neÿ¢ Paragraph 8) beginning ÿ¢ith the word'ÿCommeÿds" and including the Chilean amendment (see para. 419 above) accepted

bÿ-sponsorsÿ was adopted by 18 votes to noneÿ with 2 abstentions.

(h)  A Ulna!alan SSR amendment (see pare. 417 (d) above)ÿ proposing the
insertion of a neÿ operative Paragraph between oaragÿaphs 4 and ÿ (new
paragraphs 8 and 9), was rejected by 12 Votes to 3ÿ with 5 abstentions.

(i)  Operative pare ra h    i
Oÿd "ÿeoides", ÿ,ÿas ado-ÿe2ÿ ÿ ! ) (ÿew peragraph ÿ (i)), beginnin ÿtÿ the

a       ÿ                ÿ   ÿ unÿn±mous±  .   A                                       g   -  1
.ÿove) proposing the insertÿ  ......  Y     USSR amendment (see para. 418 (b).....  ÿ mÿr sub-paragraph after sub-paragraph (ÿ)in Operative paragraph ÿ was adopted by 14 votes to 2, with 4 abstenti6as.

i, Thereuponÿ the representative of the United Kingdom ÿ¢ithdreÿ¢ his amendment (see
era. 421 ÿabove) to operative Paragraph 5 (iii).  Operative paragraph 5 (ii)

ph 5 (iii)) and Operative Paragraph ÿ (iii) (new paragraph 5 (iv))each adopted unanimously.  Operative psragraph 5 (neÿ¢ Paragraph 9)ÿ as a

as amendedÿ was adopted unanimously.

(ÿ)ÿ¢ithOperative2 abstentions.Paragraph ÿ (new Paragraph iO) was adopted by 19 Votes to

e voting on the annex to draft resolution I and the amendments thereto
as follows:

The proposa! of the Netherlands (see pare, 423 above) to delete the
of recommendation IV of the Committee in section A.I of the annex was

by II votes to 4, with ÿ abstentions.

(ÿ)  The inclusion of recommendation v of the Cemmitteeÿ as revised (see
s.ÿ¢ith424 ÿandabstentions.425 above) in section A.2 of the annex, ÿ.zas approved by 12 votes



(c_)  The proposal of the USSR (see para. 426 above) 1o delete the inclusion
of the recommendation on the "History of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights"j in section A.3 of the annex, was adopted by i0 votes to nones ÿ¢ith
ii abstentions.

(d)  The French amendment accepted by the co-sponsors (see para. 427 above)ÿ
to incTade recommendation IV of the Committee inÿ section A of the annex, was
adopted by 20 votes to none, with one abstention.

(e)  The inclusion of recommendation XI of the Committee, as revised (see
para. ÿ28 above) in section B.4 (new section B.3) of the annex, was adopted
by 19 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

(f) The inclusion of recommendation XII of the Committeeÿ as revised
(see pÿra. 428 above) in section B.5 (new section B.4) of the annex, ÿ¢as adopted
by 17 votes to noneÿ with 4 abstentions.

(g)  The inclusion of recommendation XIII of the Committee, in section B.6
(new sÿction B.5) of the annex was adopted by 17 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.

(h)  The proposal of Jamaica (see para. 431 above) to include
recommendations I and II of the Committee in the annex was adopted by 12 votes to
nonej with 8 abstentions.

Adoption of draft resolution I as a whole

461. Draft resolution I proposed by Costa Hica, Jamaica and the Philippinesÿ
as a wholeÿ as amended, was adopted unanimously.  (For the text of the resolution
as adopted see para. 465 below, resolution 5 A (XXI)).

5 (ÿI)  International Year for Human Rights

A

The Commission on Human Rightsj

Noting General Assembly resolution 1 6
year 19ÿas Internaÿ  .......  9 1 (XÿFIII) designating the

Lÿ ÿear ÿ'or Human Rightsj
Sharing the view of the General Assembly thatÿ in spite of the

substÿmeasure of progress which has been achieved in giving effect
to human rights and fundamental freedoms since the adoption of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rightsÿ the effective realization of these
rights  and freedoms remains unsatisfactory in Some parts  of the worldÿ

•   ÿ7ÿ! oÿdÿred the report of the

Year zor Human Rights (E/cN.4/886),      Coÿittee on the International

Recommends that the Economic and Social Council adopt the fol!owing
draftÿn:

he text of the ÿaÿaft resolutionÿ see Chapter XII
draft ÿÿmomÿ see Chapter XII,

Voting on draft resolution II

462. The first preambular paragraph of draft resolution IT submitted by the
representatives of Costa Ricaÿ Jamaica and the Philippines (see para. 415 above]
was adopted by 17 votes to noneÿ with 3 abstentions.  The second preambular
paragraph was adopted by 16 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.

463. Operative paragraph lÿ as revised by the co-sponsors (see para. 433 above)
as adopted by 16 votes to none, with 4 abstentions.  Operative psragraph 2

was adopted by 17 votes to none, with 3 abstentions.  Operative paragraph 3 wa
adopted by 18 votes to none, with 3 abstentionsÿ and operative paragraph 4 was
adopted by 18 votes to none, with 3 abstentions.

lÿ/

The Commission on Human Rightsj

H--ÿavinggivan preliminary consideration to the Reportthe ÿnternationel Year for Human Rights (E/cN.4/886)ÿ and of the Committee on

Haÿng submitted an interim programme ÿTith measures and activities for
the consideration of the General Assemblyÿ

i.   Decides to appoint a working party to meet at Headquarters
consisting o--ÿ----all States represented on the Commission on Human Rights ÿo
elaborate, in co-operatlon with the Secretary~Generalÿ the further
observancesÿ  measures  and activities which the Commission should recommend
to the General ASsembly 1o be undertaken by the United Nations in
celebration of the twentieth anniverssry of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights including the proposed international conference on Human
Rights ]

465. The text of the two resolutions as adopted at the 848th meetings on
13 April 1965, read as follies:

464. Draft resolution II proposed by Costa Rica, Jamaica and the
as a whole,  as revisedÿ was adopted by 17 votes to nones with 4 abstentions.
(For the text of the resolution as adoptedÿ see peru. 465 below,
resolution 5 B (XXI)).

2.   Requests the workin
account th andationse  Lpr pariag its report, to into

P    of the Committee on theInternational Year for Humam Rights (N/CN.4!886) as ÿell as the discussions
on the subject of the International Year at the twenty-first session of
the Commission on Human Rights (E/CN.4/SR.844_846 and 848)]

3.   Requests the SecretarY-General to provide the working party ÿ¢ith
adequate Sÿal and other assistance for the discharge of its taskÿ

O              ÿÿ_ÿ.oÿ               "  azdnsider thÿeport of the working partyÿt its

Seÿ the statement of financial implications, annex If.
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